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INTRODUCTION 

This study traces the stratigraphy above and below 
the Sullivan deposit. Thickness trends are assessed within 
a regional context. The presence of marker laminites 
within the Middle Aldridge facilitates such a study. 
Cominco has identified more than twenty marker zones, 
some of great lateral extent (Heuhschmann, 1973). Hagen 
(1981) used the markers to evaluate sedimentation 
patterns between time lines. He concluded, “It should be 
possible to assess the role of syndepositional faulting in 
the evolution of the basin and in ore formation.” The 
present study pursues this theme. It considers the 
stratigraphic interval from the Fringe marker to the 
footwall quartzite below the deposit. The area of study 
extends from the Kiiberley area to Moyie Lake (Figure 
I). 

THE SULLEVAN DEPOSIT 

The Aldridge Formation hosts the Sullivan deposit, a 
large stratified lens of iron-lead-zinc sulphides. The lens 
rests on intrafonnational conglomerate which in n~71 
overlies a tourrnalinite pipe consisting of breccia, altered 
strata and veinlet sulphides. 

The orebody is up to 100 metes thick and about 
2000 metres in diameter. The orebody consists of massive 
sulphides that grade vertically and laterally into 
interbedded sulphides and elastic rock. The sulphides 
comprise pyrrhotite, sphalerite, galena and pyrite in 
bands, which are very finely laminated over distances of 
two kilometres. Synsedimentary features include delicate 
monomineralic bands, clasts of pyrrhotite indenting 
sediment lamir.ae, and soft sediment slumps of sulfide 
rich sedtient (Hamilton et a!.. 1982; Ransom 1989, see 
photo 15) 

The Sulliwn deposit formed as a result of discharge 
of metal-bearinz hvdrothemml fluids to the seafloor 
through a ventYsy&n. The well-bedded eastern ore 
formed as a result of precipitation from a convecting 
brine cell developed over the vent (H6y et al., 1990). 

The depor;it grades laterally into a fme grained 
sequence of rocks, the Sullivan facies, located at the top 

of the Lower Aldridge Formation and lyin;: directly under 
coarser sediments of the Middle Aldridge. 

‘Regionally the Sullivan facies has elevated valws of 
Pb, Zn, Ag. For this reason there has :xen exterlsie 
drilling to the Sullivan “horizon” in search sf other v,:nt:;. 

THE DEPOSIT MODEL 

The model for shale-hosted submal,ine exhaiatiue 
deposits stresses the importance of sub-l:,asins wit?in a 
host extensional basin. Subbasins are bounded by fsults, 
and such basins may host ore deposit:,. The H&:u 
embayment is a second order basin; a rf,-entrant 2~: t:x 
eastern edge of the Aldridge basin in Mont ma. The Sae,:p 
Creek Cu-Co camp is related to the Volc~:mo fault at tx 
edge of the embayment (Himes and P<,:terson, 1990). 
Here, dramatic facie changes within the Newland 
Formation mark the fault. 

Winston (1986) notes that it is not eas:, to discem t,le 
faults of the Helena embayment away :liom the basin 
edge. Their principal signature within tx main basin 
appears to be dramatic thickness changes a Id areas of soft 
sediment deformation. 

The Sullivan deposit I:& well wihin the main 
Aldridge basin (Hey, 1993) within a second order twin. 
The trace of the Kiiberley fault relates to the or:&11 
bounding fault. The faulr parallels offsets in isopachs of 
overlying Middle Aldridge turbidites (HO Y 1993) and is 
associated with anomalous concentration >f toumalin te 
and conglomerate (Hay ef al 1993). Howev~:~~ tx 
Kimberley fault may differ in trend frc:m an or:giral 
stmcrure. Thickness isopachs as in Figure 2 are a <dire:ct 
means to locate and determine the trend of wch a 
st~cture. Figure 2 shows the eastern margin of tx 
Sullivan sub-basin defmed by a rapid twinning of’ tie 
Fringe to Sullivan horizon intsrvat. 

The Sill Factor 

Numerous sills and minor dikes intmle the Al,drid:e 
succession. Locally sills may occupy a hign proportion of 
the stratigraphic interval. For ~example, TUI ner ef al, 1922 
estimate the aggregate thicknass of gabbro exposed. ~1 the 
Lower Aldridge near Bootleg Mountain us 1000 menes 
within a sequence 3000 metres thick. 

The sediment adjacent to the sills shows ferhues 
ranging from original beddblg, to disturxd areas wth 
fluid escape struch~~s, ‘to homogenized .md chemica!ly 
altered sediments. HBy (11989) concluded that sonu: sills 
intruded wet unconsolidated sediments at sihallow depths. 
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Figure 1. Location of data 
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Figure 2. Isopach map of Fringe marker to Sullivan horizon ( after Delaney 1983). 

‘These syxsedimentary sills are part of the history of 
subsidence in the Aldridge basin. H&y (personal 
comnnmication, 1996) suggests they record periods of 
basin extension, deepening and increased heat flow. 
Buckley and Sears (1995) give evidence of growth fault 
development as a result of sill inhusion near Perma, 
Montana. Such growh faults may be a consequence of 
differential loading by the dense magma. 

The writer sought evidence for changes in the 
thickness of stratigraphic units at the margins of thick sills 
where growth faults may occur. 

METHODS UTILISED 

‘The writer gathwed drill log data from the Vine, 
Fors, McNeil, Eng, Bar, McNeil, Mt. Mahon properties, 
as well as Cominco p,ropenies extending east and west of 
the Sullivan mine. The author examined core from the 
Vine, McNeil and IFors properties, examined a type 
section at Rabbit Foot Creek with Trygve Htiy, and 
reviewed Cominco exploration reports. 

Marker laminite data was collated. The trigonometric 
formulae found in Ragan (1985) were applied to specific 
drill hole data. For example holes drilled to intersect the 

Vine vein were not drilled in a strike-normal c~.irection. 
The result is an apparent bedding dip in drill core. In 
these cases, mx bedding orientation was sou;:ht t?om 
geologic maps. 

A contouring program - Quikgrid, by W.J. (1 oulthard 
(Internet address: w.j.coulthard@ubc.ca) was used to 
delineate trends. Due to proprietary interests th,: data is 
not complete, ie. marker data is not available. 

STRATIGFCAPHY 

The stratigraphic subdivisions utilised in tllis study 
are as follows (Figure 3): 

In the Lower Aldridge- Foohvall quartzit~::, Upper 
Siltstone and Sullivan f&es; 

In the Middle Aldridge- U quart&e axl Fringe 
marker. 

Lower AIdridge 

The Lower Aldridge is dominated by rusty wacke 
which is interbedded with siltstone and quartz wacke. 
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Figure 3. Stratigraphic subdivisions utilised to assess thickness trends in the study area. Not to scale. 

The footwall auartzite is similar to the Middle 
Akhidge, consisting of quartz wacke with thin mudstone 
tops. Thin quartz lminae separated by pyrrhotite-biotite 
microlamime form markers of local extent. 

The Uooer Siltstone consists of interbedded siltstones 
and fme gmined wacke, subwacke with an occasional 
quartz wacke bed. The top of the Upper Siltstone is 
characterised by slates at the foohvall of the Sullivan 
deposit 

The Sullivan facies at the top of the Lower Aldridge 
consists of laminated to non laminated argillite, 
mudstone, siltstone and wacke. The wacke may be 
graded. Flat, parallel laminations of pyrrhotite are 
common. Intervals of slumped sediient are often seen in 
core as sets of intersecting laminae. The upper contact 

may be sharp or grade into the U quamite. In the area of 
the deposit, the Sullivan facies includes thick tubidite 
beds, locally derived from slumping, and sulphide bands, 
intimately associated with argillite. 

Middle AIdridge 

Beds of quartz wacke and wacke interbedded with 
siltstone and argillite dominate the Middle AIdridge. 
Locally the thicker quartz wacke layers have flute or load 
casts at their bases. The occasional unit is crossbedded, 
very thick bedded or lenticular. The quartz wackes 
commonly srade into wacke in the top few centimetres. 
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